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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we have applied a cognitive based artificial neural network which is used to determine a collision 

free shortest path of a mobile robot from the initial point to the destination in an unknown environment.  In this 

paper we have created an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) which is used to a path by its nonlinear functional 

approximation. The training samples of this artificial neural network have been collected by a reinforcement 

learning method known as Q learning. This path planning algorithm has been devised using five state action 

mapping relationship. The algorithm was applied on our designed mobile robot manipulator and the results 

show that the path planning done by this method was better than the path devised out by using ANN and Q 

learning method separately.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In order to train the mobile robot about its environment, machine learning has been quite frequently 

used. Supervised learning is one of the major learning techniques that train the mobile robot in order 

to decide the next move in a given environment. However, the supervised learning is often rendered 

useless once the environment witnesses even a small change. To overcome this learning policy, 

reinforcement learning is used. Since reinforcement learning rests on the principle reward and 

punishment and no prior training instances are required, it proves to be quiet efficient in dynamic and 

static environment.  

The problem of motion planning has two parts: path planning and trajectory planning. The path 

planning involves generation of a collision free path in an environment with obstacles and optimizes it 

with some criteria [1] [2]. In many cases, the path planning of the environment depends on the 

sensory inputs of the robot manipulator to deal with the dynamic changes in the environment [3]. 

Trajectory planning takes into consideration, the time and velocity of the robots while planning its 

path to the goal.  

The path planning of the mobile robot is mainly of two types. If the environment is static and the path 

is generated in advance, it is said to be off-line algorithm while if the environment is dynamic and the 

path planning is done along with the motion of the robot to avoid collision with obstacles occurring 

due to sudden environment changes, it is known as on line path planning. The works in [4] involve 

mapping, navigation, and planning tasks for Khepera II mobile robot. In these works, the 

computationally intensive tasks, such as the planning andmapping tasks were not performed onboard. 

They were performed on a separate computer. The sensor readings andthe motor commands are 

communicated between the robotand the computer via serial connection. 

There are many studies on robot-path planning using variousapproaches, such as the grid-based 

A*(A-star) algorithm [5], [6], road maps (Voronoi diagrams and visibility graphs) [6], [7], cell 

decomposition [8], [9], [10] and artificial potential field [11], [12]. Also, various leaning methods 

have been proposed so far for themobile robot, such as fuzzy logic [14], evolutionary algorithm [15], 
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ANN [16] and reinforcement learning algorithm [17]. Since ANN has the good generalization 

performance and can approximate any functions in any accuracy, they are considered to be one of the 

most effective method for solving the problem of nonlinearmapping. However, reinforcement learning 

(RL) is different from ANNsupervised learning. In reinforcement learning, agent perceives states of 

environment and learns the optimal mapping from the state to action. Reinforcement learning is able 

to evaluate the action throughthe reinforcement signal provided by environment. Therefore,the RL is 

suitable for the application of the control of the intelligent robot. Since reinforcement learning also 

suffers some problems such as the problems of the delayed reward and temporal credit assignment, 

with the integration of ANN and RL, the systemmay achieve the advantage of both without many of 

the limitations of either. 

In our paper, we have proposed a cognitive based artificial neural network that is used to plan a 

collision free path of the mobile robot to the destination. This multi-layer feed forward artificial 

neural network used the Q learning method to collect the training samples. This ANN has seven 

outputs which were as follows: move forward, turn left 45o, turn right 45o, turn left 90o, turn right 90o, 

rotate 180 º and stop. Since the stop action need not to be learned since this action suggests that the 

task has been performed, only the remaining four actions were need to be learned by the Q learning. 

The Q table was developed in order to collect the training data for ANN. When the Q learning method 

finally converges, the training of the artificial neural network is initialized. Since the action performed 

is always going to be one at a single situation, only one of the five outputs will be true at any given 

step. This method was applied on the mobile robot manipulator with three links designed by us. The 

path planning done by this method proved to be better than the ANN and Q learning methods applied 

separately.  

The structure of the paper is as follows: section 2 discusses the Q learning method and the Artificial 

Neural Network, section 3 describes the design of our mobile robot manipulator. Section 4 describes 

the implementation of the Q learning and Artificial Neural network in our proposed algorithm, section 

5shows the results of the simulation and path planning of the mobile robot manipulator. Section 6 

concludes the paper. 

II. MECHANISM 

2.1. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 

An artificial neural network (ANN) is a mathematical model or computational model that is inspired 

by the structure and functional aspects of biological neural networks. A neural network consists of an 

interconnected group of artificial neurons, and it processes information using a connectionist approach 

to computation. In most cases an ANN is an adaptive system that changes its structure based on 

external or internal information that flows through the network during the learning phase. Modern 

neural networks are non-linear statistical data modeling tools. They are usually used to model 

complex relationships between inputs and outputs or to find patterns in data. 

Neural network based methods have foundconsiderable attention for generating real-time collision 

free robottrajectories. A probabilistic learning approach to mobile robot path planning was proposed 

by Svestka and Overmars[18]. Zalama et al presented a neural network model for mobile 

robotnavigation [19, 20]. With the help of this model, collision free dynamic paths can be generated 

through unsupervised learning. Quoyet al. reported a dynamic neural network based method forrobot 

path planning and control [21].In order to avoid time-consuming learning process, a Hopfield-type 

neural network model forreal-time trajectory generation in anon-stationary environment was proposed 

by Glasius et al [22]. Similarly, Yang and Meng proposed a neural network approach to dynamic 

collision-free trajectory generation for robots in dynamic environments [23, 24] which was extended 

tovarious robot systems [25, 26]. A further distance propagating system was developed for robot path 

planning [27]. 

2.2. Q- learning  

Reinforcement learning has been tested in many simulated environments [28]-[30] but on a limited 

basis in real-world scenarios. A real-world environment poses more challenges than a simulated 
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environment, such as enlarged state spaces [2] increased computational complexity, significant safety 

issues (a real robot can cause real damage), and longer turnaround times for results. 

Q- Learning uses learned action value functions to approximate the optimal action value function 

independent of the current policy. This simplifies policy evaluation and updating while only making 

the assumption that all state-action pairs continue to be updated. Unlike sarsa, Q-learning does not 

need to assume state-action pairs are visited an infinite number of times, making it more likely to 

reach the optimal policy thansarsa given a finite number of episodes [31]. 

Algorithms, such as Q-learning [32], can be used to map sensory input states to actions using a goal 

[33]. Although Q-learning is not biologically plausible, the use of goal driven learning is. For 

example, in the superior calculus (SC), activity in topographic maps for coincident visual, auditory or 

somatosensory signals is enhanced by cortical feedback, strengthening the connection between 

spatially and temporally located events [34]. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM 

Our mobile robotic manipulator has been designed for the purpose of the pick and place task [35] and 

has total three links. All the actuators used in this project, are servo motors. Servo motors are very 

light weight, accurate and provide large standing torque even at low voltage ratings.  They require a 

specific PWM signal for operation.  By varying the duty cycle of the PWM signal the shaft of the 

motors can be rotated accordingly.The motor used in the robotic arm are the four mega torque quarter 

scale servo which provide extreme torque of 20kg.cm at 4.8V and 25kg.cm at 6V. The robotic arm 

has been made of aluminium sheets which are light weight and provide optimum support to the 

motors. 

The base of the robot manipulator has been made by using fiber glasses which has the dimensions of 

30x22 cms and have been separated by a distance of 4.6 cms. There are four wheels which are 

connected to the base to provide the mobility to the manipulator have a diameter of 3 cms. The 

distance between the two wheels on one side is approximately 10 cms. These wheels are connected to 

High Torque DC Geared Motor 300RPM, massive torque of 30Kgcm to make the wheels rotate 

providing the mobility to the manipulator [36].  

The robotic manipulator has a general purpose robotic gripper which has the ability to be used with 2 

servo motors for gripper open/close and wrist rotate. This robotic arm can grip and lift up to 200 gm 

of load in form of small objects. All the servo motors attached to the robotic arm and the dc motors 

attached to the wheels are driven by the Rhino control board controller which contains ATMega16 

microcontroller, used to control any servo based robot. 

The current position (xr, yr) of the robot is detected by camera sensor. Given the target position (xg,yg), 

the distance between the target and the robot is 

√(𝑥𝑟 − 𝑥𝑔)
2

+ (𝑦𝑟 − 𝑦𝑔)
2
         (1),  

and the relative angle between them is 

 𝜃𝑟𝑔 = arg  𝑡𝑎𝑛 (
(𝑦𝑟−𝑦𝑔)

(𝑥𝑟−𝑥𝑔)
)        (2).  

Using an action space to express the seven executable discrete actions, labeled as M={mf, ml45, mr45, 

ml90, mr90, m0, ms}.  The task of path planning can be changed to find a directly mapping relationship, 

namely {droi, drg, θrg}M. This relationship can also be seen as a classified problem. Divide the whole 

state-action mapping relationship into five categories. This can deduce the learning space evidently 

and increase the convergent speed. Conditions needed for the optimal path and other restrictions are 

realized by the reinforcement function.  

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

Q-learning procedure: 

Reinforcement learning is a learning technique based on trial and error. It can be used to learn 

the unknown desired outputs by providing autonomous mobile robots with suitable evaluation 

of their performances and also can be used to realize the robots online learning.  Online 
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learning and adaptation are desirable traits for any robot learning algorithm operating in 

changing and unstructured environments where the robot explores its environment to 

collect sufficient samples of the necessary experience. In a complex environment, it is 

required perform online learning through interaction with the real environment. In our work, 

we will focus on learning the path planning behavior. Q-learning, one of the reinforcement 

learning algorithms has been widely used due to its simplicity and theory maturity.  

In this paper the process starts with the initial Q-learning phase and then followed by the training of 

the artificial neural network. The Q-learning phase consists of the following steps: 

(i) Capture Initial State of each Q-Learning Training Cycle: 

Capture current state of the mobile robot with respect tothe environment. Each state corresponds to 

a matrix of28 parameters. State at any given time t, st, is represented mathematically as below: 

st = [Io I1…….I26 I27drgθrg]      (3) 

The first two variables I0 and I1 denoted the rotations needed for the robot so that it could move in 

the direction of the destination from the direction it was initially located. The rotation allowed in the 

algorithm can only be -2 or +2(180 degrees left or 180 degrees right), -1(90 degrees left), +1 (90 

degrees right). The combination of I0 and I1 was devoted as following:  

(I0,I1)= (0,0) represents +2 or -2; (I0,I1) =(0,1) represents +1; (I0,I1)=(1,1) represents 0; (I0,I1)=(1, 0) 

represents -1.             (4) 

The other bits (I2 to I25) represent the condition of the map. Considering the whole map as a grid of 

(MXN), we take a small portion of it (5X5), with the robot at the center of the map. Each coordinate 

of this map is marked as 1 if the robot can move to this point in the next step, or 0 if the point does not 

exist or the robot cannot move to this point because of some obstacle. So we have taken a small part 

of the graph. If (x,y) be the coordinate of the robot, we take (x-2,y-2) ……(x+2,y+2) as the input. 

There are 24 points, excluding the center of the graph (where our robot stands) are fed into the neural 

network drg is the relative distance from the mobile robot’s current centerof mass position to the goal 

position and θrg is the relative angle from the mobile robot’s current forward moving axis to the goal 

position. 

(ii) Quantify the Captured State 

Quantification of the captured state reduces the total number of states that the mobile robot is 

required to travel. The quantification degree, on the other hand, limits the size of the learning space. 

Excessively largelearning space will take extremely long time for thetraining to be completed, while 

excessively small learning space will not be sufficient to represent the entire working environment. 

Thus, the quantification degree depends greatly on the size and complexity of the working 

environment. 

In this paper, the camera sensor readings (I0-I25) are quantified to two degrees, near (0) or far (1) to 

themobile robot, depending on whether the target is in the given 5x5 grid or not. The remaining two 

parameters, the relative distance (drg) and relative angle (θrg), are quantified to 6 degrees (0-5). Here, 

‘0’ representing smallest relative distance or relative angle from the robot’s current position to the 

goal and ‘5’ the greatest relative distance or relative angle from the robot’scurrent position to the 

goal. 

(iii) Random Action that satisfied Supplied Control Policy (SCP) 

At each time step, the robot is required to choose one ofthe seven available actions according to the 

SCP (O0,O1, O2, O3, O4, O5, O6 and O7). These outputs represent namely running forward, turning left, 

turning right, rotating 180o and stopping respectively. SCP was developed to reduce the possibility of 

agent colliding with obstacles during the training process. The detailed rules in SCPare: 

1. If any obstacle in front of the robot is close, perform only rotation of the robotic manipulator, 

2. If all the obstacles in front of the robot are far and thecurrent angle between the robot’s heading 

and thegoal is small (between -45o to 45o), the robot movesforward, and 
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3. If none of the situation is as described in 1 or 2, theagent is free to randomly choose between the 

3actions. 

(iv) Capture the Latest State and Quantify the Latest State 

Capture the latest state, St+1, of the mobile robot withrespect to the environment. It is quantified 

according tothe quantifying scheme as in (ii). 

(v) Calculate Numerical Reward/Penalty and Q-Value 

The numerical reward or penalty for each action iscalculated and given immediately soon after it 

isperformed. Followed by the calculation of Q-Value,Q(s, a), is calculated through Bellman’s 

equation. The Value Function, Rt, associated with each stateinformation is calculated using the 

following equation: 

𝑅𝑡 = − ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑖 + 𝑤28𝑑𝑟𝑔 + 𝑤29𝑑𝑟𝑔
27
𝑖=0      (5) 

Where wi (i = 0 to 27), w28 and wg are weigh parameters. The values of weighs should reflect the 

influence degree withregard to the corresponding modular. 

𝑟𝑡 = ∆𝑅𝑡 = 𝑅𝑡+1 − 𝑅𝑡       (6) 

Q-Values could be calculated using the Bellman’sequation. Bellmen’s equation is also known as the  

greedy policy as it tries to evaluate each action not only depending on its effect in the previous time 

step, butalso on its implications in later time steps. The mathematical form of Bellman’s equation is 

as below: 

𝑄𝑛(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑚𝑖) = (1 − 𝛼𝑛)𝑄𝑛−1(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑚𝑖) + 𝛼𝑛 [𝑟𝑡+1 + 𝛾 max
𝑚𝑖∈𝑀

(𝑠𝑡+1, 𝑚𝑖)]   (7) 

Where αn is the learning rate, α is the discount rate between 0 and 1.  

(vi) Repeat steps (ii) – (v) until the Mobile Robot reaches the goal. The training cycle will terminate 

if mobile robot collides with any of the obstacle. 

(vii) Repeat steps (i) – (vi) until the Q-Value, Q(s, a), converges. The process is recursive until the 

Q-Values in the Q-Tableremains unchanged. 

(viii) Final Optimal State-Action Table is constructed for each state, at*(st), by locating the 

maximum Q-Value for the particular state. 

Because the planning task has been partitioned into seven action space, only six mapping 

relationship needs to be learned namely {droi, drg, 0rg} mf, {droi, drg, 0rg} ml45, {droi, drg, 

0rg} mr45,{droi, drg, 0rg} mr90,{droi, drg, 0rg} ml90, {droi, drg, 0rg}mo, while the stopping 

action mapping{droi, drg, 0rg}ms. can be simply realized by one reason rule. The size of the 

learning space is determined by the number of the input variables and their quantified 

degree.  

 

Fig 1. Structure of the learning agent 
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Learning of the Artificial Neural Network 

After the Q look up table has been converged, the state action pairs of the Q lookup table are fed to 

the ANN and the connection weights are then adjusted. The artificial neural network is trained in 

order to establish a correspondence between the sensor inputs and the action patterns and decide the 

output accordingly. 

Though there is no effective rule to determine the number of hidden neurons in an artificial neural 

network, the general experience states that the number can be determined by the formula 

𝑛 = √𝑛𝑖 + 𝑛𝑜 + 𝐴       (8) 

Where n is the number of hidden neurons in the ANN, niis the number of input neurons and no is the 

output number. A is a constant between one and ten.  

The number of input neurons is 28, the output neurons are 7, therefore according to the equation, and 

the numbers of hidden neurons were fixed to 10 as shown in the diagram. 

The activation function used in the hidden layer is sigmoid function. Steepest Descent Back 

Propagation has been adopted as the learning algorithm. The robot can take only one action at a given 

time hence only one output neuron can be 1 and others will be 0. For this purpose, competitive 

function as the activation function has been selected for the output layer. The connection weights 

between input layer and hidden layer (Wij) will be updated as: 

𝑊𝑖𝑗(𝑘 + 1) = 𝑊𝑖𝑗(𝑘) − 𝑎
𝜕𝐸(𝑘)

𝜕𝑊𝑖𝑗(𝑘)
       (9) 

a is a learning rate, suppose the value is 0.01. E(k) is the total error performance function, selected as 

the mean square error. 

The learning algorithm of the connection weighs between the hidden layer and the output are updated 

according to the winner takes all (WTA) rule, where weights are modified onlyfor the neuron with the 

highest net value. If the ith neuron wins, then the ith row elements of the connection weights vector are 

adjusted using formula (10). The weights are labeled as Wmn. 

𝑊𝑚𝑖(𝑘 + 1) = 𝑊𝑚𝑖(𝑘) + 𝑎[𝑝(𝑘) − 𝑊𝑚𝑖(𝑘 − 1)]     (10) 

Where a is learning rate. p(k) is the input vector of the output layer. By learning, those weight values 

which are nearest to the input vector are updated and make them to near the input vector much more. 

The result is that in the next time when input the similar vectors the victorious neuron have more 

chances to win. But to the weights which are far away from the input vector will have little and little 

probability to win. After more and more training, input modes which have the similar characters will 

make the corresponding neuron outputs 1, others output 0. 

V. RESULTS AND FUTURE SCOPE 

The path planning algorithm was checked using MATLAB simulation. Since the SCP (supplied 

control policy) assured that the path planned for a mobile robot is collision free and efficient in terms 

of time taken, this method of path planning is supposed to be quite efficient for the path planning 

problem of the mobile robot. The application of the artificial neural network in this method increases 

the flexibility of the controller without which the Q learning method may been a failure in an 

environment where the position of the obstacles changes frequently. To simulate the given method of 

path planning, the initial point and the destination point were defined randomly while the camera 

sensor mounted in the environment was used by this method to detect the points of collision and the 

destination. The Q table stored all the Q data and state-action pairs. The training of the artificial neural 

network was done after the Q table converges i.e. there is no change in the Q table on simulation.  

The supplied chain policy was helpful in exploring the environment which ensures that the robot 

avoids the collision. After the training is done, the Q table is updated according to the present state 

action pairs. The training was done for 15 more cycles until an optimized path was obtained. The 
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entire training cycle was repeated till we concluded that the size of the state table, Q-Table and the 

shortest route was same for three consecutive cycles of training. 

On simulation of this method the Q values were found to converge after 83 cycles. Each training cycle 

stops when the robot reaches its goal without any collision with the obstacles present in the 

environment. In this process the robot collected 1021 states of the path planning which mapped the 

entire surroundings. 

The training of the artificial neural network begins after the Q table has converged i.e. the Q learning 

table has reached to its maximum learning ability. The artificial neural network used in this method 

was back propagation feed forward network. On the testing of this artificial neural network, it was 

found that approximately 786 states out of 1021 (77%) produced by this neural network were identical 

to the actual optimal action obtained in the first training phase. 

The proposed Artificial Neural Q-Learning training algorithm was found effective in finding a 

collision free path. The SCP successfully prevented the simulated robot/agent from colliding with any 

obstacle during the whole training process thus reducing the total training duration. As compared to 

the results obtained by applying only the Artificial Neural Network in fig 2, the path devised out by 

this method in figure 3 was shorter and collision free also.  

 

 
Fig 2 Results of the simulation of the 

path planning using only Artificial 

Neural Network 

 
Fig. 3 Results of the simulation of the 

path planning using Q-learning and 

Artificial Neural Network 

The path planning method implemented in this work can be used extended to use it for multi-robot 

environment which contains more than one object. The artificial neural network used can be trained 

using large data sets from environments which are dynamic and contain large number of obstacles 

which will increase the accuracy of the algorithm.   

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have proposed a cognitive based artificial neural network that develops a collision 

free path from the starting point to the destination.Combining ANN with Q learning can overcome the 

disadvantages of low learning speed by only using ANN method and impossible abilities to learn all 

of states by Q-learning. By using method, the path planning can be done without any prior knowledge 

of the environment while it also ensures that any minor changes in the environment will not affect 

effective path planning of the mobile robot.   
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